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Will enrollment stop at 10,000?
By Amy Porter
assistant news editor

-

For the past 29 years, JMU has
/ increased enrollment. Will it stop now
that we've reached 10,000?
President Ronald Carrier says yes, it
will stop, but that's what
administration officials have been
saying for the past few years.
"We don't want to be much bigger,"
Carrier said. JMU won't try to raise
enrollment to 11,000, and there won't
be a 2 percent increase next year, he
added.
The six-digit enrollment figure is
symbolic, he said.
"It breaks a barrier in enrollment that
might mistakenly indicate that you're a
different institution," Carrier said. "That
would be wrong."
Though the 10,000 mark has
intrigued Carrier over the years, his
main concern has always been the
separate faces here, he said.
"Our interest is not in numbers, it's
in individuals. The mere fact that we
have 10,000 students does not change
our individual attention to students,"
Carrier said. "We are not driven by
numbers really."
But in October 1985, Dr. Russell
Warren, vice president for academic
affairs, told the Board of Visitors that
the enrollment for that year, 9,580, was
higher than he wanted the university to
be.
Last April, Carrier told The Breeze
that he would try to keep enrollment
down. "There is a conscious effort on

JMU TOTAL ENROLLEMENT
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Staff graphic by GREG BARRANCO

my part to keep it [enrollment] down.
We are at or above where we should
be." At that time, there were 9,757
students at JMU.
JMU has grown every year since
Carrier became president. In 1972, the
year after he took over, enrollment

10,000 figure gives the university a
certain vigor.
Increasing enrollment "might come
through our enthusiasm to serve, not
because we want to grow," he said.
See ENROLLMENT page 2 >

sooner this year than last where to hold graduation.
The senate's student relations cymmittee will be
working
with the Student Government Association to
JMU faculty members are very concerned about
reach
an
agreement
on the graduation site, he added.
students' behavior at the May graduation ceremony,
In
addition
to
graduation,
the senate's faculty
said the speaker of the faculty senate at its first
concerns
committee
will
be
considering
several new
meeting Thursday.
_
"Graduation should be an academic ceremony," said proposals this year, Dubenezic said.
Dr. Charles Dubenezic "It has been perceived as a big
•Campus parking is a major concern of this year's
party. It should be serious, but festive, yet it has faculty senate, he said. Senate members have proposed
become a big party.
two solutions to faculty parking problems.
"It is my understanding that a large number of
One proposal calls for limiting the number of cars
faculty won't participate voluntarily in this year's going into each parking lot, Dubenzic said.
graduation unless changes are made," he said.
He also hopes that students and faculty will decide
See SENATE page 2 >
ix.
By Heather Dawson
faculty senate reporter

Faculty senate
wants change
iri graduation

jumped over 20 percent, and has
steadily increased ever since. In 1975,
7,343 students were enrolled here. Five
years later, the 1980-81 school year saw
8,817 students, and five years after that
there were 9,580 students.
Carrier admitted that he thinks the

^
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Senate —

Enrollment
> (Continued from page 1)

Carrier doesn't foresee any significant
changes in classes offered or academic
subjects.
But a steady rise in enrollment over
the past five years has led to the
construction of more university
housing.
There are 220 more housing spaces
on campus this year than last, and they
are badly needed because JMU admitted
more freshmen than expected, said Jim
McConnell, assistant director of the
Office of Residence Life.
If there is an increase in enrollment in
the future, the Office of Residence Life
has a number of options, said Peggy
McHugh, associate director.
Alternatives include building another
residence hall and not requiring all
freshmen to live on campus. Also, not
guaranteeing four-year, on-campus
housing is another option, McHugh
said.
Those options cannot be considered

until the projected enrollment rate is
calculated, she said.
In September 1985, Dr. William
Jackameit, director of planning and
analysis, foresaw the potential housing
problem if enrollment continued to
increased. "There would be some real
problems with going beyond 10,000.
The campus master plan is not
structured to accommodate an
enrollment beyond that"
If all goes as planned, JMU will
stabilize at the 10,000 mark.
Carrier said this figure might make
JMU look like a large school, but it
really isn't.
"It's a small institution because of
how we have arranged the buildings,"
Carrier said. "JMU is designed in such a
way that you never lose that feeling
that you're part of the campus."
Carrier's design of the campus, the
curriculum and the enrollment is part of
his goal of making JMU the finest
undergraduate university in the nation.

SHARE THE COST
OF LIVING.

n

GIVE TO THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY.

T

>• (Continued from page 1)

The second proposal recommends
placing manned gates at the entrances of
each lot to ensure that cars entering the
lot have the proper sticker.
Dubenezic admitted the second plan is
controversial for economic reasons. The
cost of installing the gates has been
estimated at $20,000.
•The faculty concerns committee
also would like to maintain
communication with administrators on
matters that directly affect faculty
members, Dubenezic said.
He cited changes in faculty travel
expense policies as an example of an
issue in which faculty members had no
input.
"JMU has an active off-campus
teaching program, in which instructors
sometimes travel as far away as
Virginia Beach or Fairfax," he said.
In the past, off-campus teachers have
been given money for travel expenses.
Now, faculty members will no longer
be paid for travel, he said.
Dubenezic also stressed that it is
important for faculty members to work
closely with the administration.
•The faculty concerns committee
also will conduct a salary study this
year, Dubenezic said. "We will attempt
to get salary data, to compare this year's
salaries with last year's."
Other faculty benefits will also be

discussed, including the possibility of a
university-sponsored credit card. "This
program has been used successfully at
other universities," Dubenezic said.
• Committee members also are
seeking a resolution of the tuition
waiver proposal.
Under this program, JMU faculty
members' spouses and children could
attend JMU and get free or discounted
tuition.
•The faculty concerns committee
also is asking for faculty opinions
regarding public smoking areas. The
SGA recently passed a resolution
calling for a ban on smoking in
classrooms and public offices.
"There has not been a lot of negative
input," Dubenezic said, "but I haven't
searched out opinions. We want to
continue a policy of working closely
with the SGA to resolve this and other
issues."
• The SGA has suggested
establishing a minimum number .of free
electives outside the course
requirements for majors and general
studies. The senate's academic policies
committee will study this proposal,
Dubenezic said.
•One committee member suggested
forming cooperative faculty study and
support groups, in which five or six
faculty members work together in
common interest areas of teaching or
research.
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SGA promotes itself through activities
By Keith Perry
staff writer

JMU's Student Government Association wants
you.
That's the message of JMU's first annual SGA
Awareness Week.
The SGA will .sponsor activities this week designed
to "help the entire student body to be more aware of
what the student government's purpose and function
is," said James Coleman, SGA legislative vice
president.
The SGA planned the programs not only to
entertain and inform students, but to get them
involved.
Activities include a candidate forum, a carnival, a
speakout and seminars, said Melanie Knight,
chairwoman of SGA Awamess Week.
The week starts today with a program titled "Learn
about the SGA," designed to show "what the SGA is

all about and how to get involved with it," Knight
said.
The program will be held 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the
Warren Campus Center patio. Past and present SGA
officials will be on hand to distribute information on
the organization and recruit new members.
An open house meeting on parliamentary
procedures and leadership will be held on Thursday
from 7 to 9 p.m. in room 8 of the Warren Campus
Center. All SGA officers and some senators will take
part in the open house.
The meeting will show how parliamentary
procedures can be used to improve the efficiency of
any campus organization.
Also, several campus administrators will speak on
such topics as motivation and leadership. Although
the seminar is designed mainly for campus leaders, all
students are invited to attend, Knight said.

A student speakout will be held on Friday at 10
a.m. on the WCC patio. Students can speak publicly
about any topic. Anyone interested in taking part in
Speakout can sign up in the SGA office, WCC 114,
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. today through Friday, or call
the SGA office at x6376.
During the speakout, students will have a chance to
meet and talk with SGA officers who will discuss
any questions or concerns students have.
A local band, DT and the Shakes, will play
between 12 and 1 p.m., following the speakout.
Afterwards, candidates for SGA treasurer will speak
about their ideas and campaign platforms.
The week ends with a "Fall Fling" carnival at
Godwin Field on Sept. 13 from 1 to 4 p.m.
The "mini-carnival," will have booths, games,
concessions and a performance by the Jellyfish Blues
Band, Knight said.
See SGA page 9 >

Police offer advice
to avoid larcenies
By Keith Perry
police reporter

Staff photo by TRACEY D. NEALE

Rainy Day Blues
The eighth annual Valley Day held at Godwin field Satuday was rained on,
dampening ihis vendor's spirits, who tried selling her wares from her car.

Although JMU is "relatively crime-free," students
should lake extra precautions to protect themselves
and their possessions, said the director of-campus
police and safety.
Freshmen in particular should be aware of the
potential for crime in their new environment, said
Alan MacNutt.
"They aren't used to this . . . it's a new setting for
them, and they aren't used to having to leave their
rooms locked," he said. That unlocked door is an
open invitation to crime, he added.
.
_J
In 1986, 90 thefts from rooms occurred.
But this is "no alarming increase," MacNutt said.
The frequency of room thefts appears to be cyclic,
instead of increasing, he added.
In 1985 there were 84 room thefts, compared with
97 in 1984.
Most of these thefts occur when students leave their
rooms unlocked, even if they only go next door, /
MacNutt said. "They think they're nearby, and they
think they've got an eye on their room, but they
don't."
To deter thefts, MacNutt recommends locking room
doors at all times, whether going to class for a few
hours or down the hall for just five minutes.
Students also should lock their rooms before they
go to sleep, he said, although most thefts don't occur
at such times.
All valuable items, such as wallets, watches and
rings, should be kept out of sight, he added.
Another way students can deter room thefts is by
participating in thc„ Office of Residence Life's
Operation ID program.
Students list all their valuables they have in their
rooms, including serial numbers. One copy is kept at
die residence hall, and one is kept in the campus
police station.
If a registered item is stolen, the record is sent to
the National Crime Information Center, which will
list the item on a nationwide bulletin. Stolen items
arc often easier to recover if they are registered.
See SAFETY page 7
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Great
Haircuts...
..even from
behind !

BE A TV

■

Studio
IP. lid.

3 positions open on:
JMU TODAY
Auditions Sept. 14 in
TPC - Harrison Hall
Contact: Cheryl Carson for
more info: x6759

434-8188

PARTY TRAYS
DELI AND BAKERY

BAR-B-Q RIBS
BAR-B-0 CHICKEN

GOLDEN SKILLET CHICKEN
.

Coupon

433-9171
PLEASE CALL FOR SPECIAL ORDERS

7 a.m. - 10 p.m., Mon - Sat
3106 S. Main St.
V^Lf] VALLIY LANES

Each Bowler Must Have A
Coupon For Eao+i
3 Game Set

1" per visit with this coupon through 9-30-87

Come on out to where
the fun times rolTCU^
Open Bowling All Day Weekends
Daily 9 am. Till 6p.m.
After 9:30 p.m. Weeknights

With this coupon you are invited
to bowl 3 games for the price of 2
per person. Offer good for open
play only. Void after 10-30-87.

Bring this coupon to #ED fRONT
for $100 off any $300 purchase in
the Deli or Bakery.

Win A Free Game With A
Strike On A Red Head Pin
On Weekends __

JOIN THE JMU BOWLING CLUB!
Organizational meeting for new league
Tuesday, September 8,1987*
7p.m. WCC Room A
or call Richard at 568-4551

•TWO for ONE PASS*

With this Pass any 2 people can play
One Round of Golf for only
One Adult Admission Price.
Harrisonburg
Miniature Golf Course
South Main Street
Route 11 South
433-5388

VALLEY LA N E S
One Pass per Visit - Void 10/1 "87.
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Music building requires extensive planning
By Cyndl LaFon
staff writer

Joe Estock reached in his desk and
pulled out a three-inch thick notebook
full of memos about the new music
building.
"This is six years worth of ideas and
changes that have gone between the fine
arts faculty committee, the architects
and the construction people," said
Estock, the head of JMU's music
department
Constructing the new music building
will take a long time, but the planning
took longer, he said.
"Our building hasn't just popped out
of the ground — there have been years
of planning and people don't realize the
decisions that must be made," he said.
"Outlining plans for doors, elevators
and office space took hours, and people
just don't realize how long it takes to
decide where to put an elevator and how
it will be used," Estock said.
"Those elevators caused all the gray
hairs on the left side of my head.",
When the planning started in 1981, the
College of Fine Arts wanted the music
and art departments to each have a
central building.
After the College of Fine Arts
conducted studies determining space
needs and acoustics, they decided the art

department would remain in the Duke
Fine Arts building and the music
department would move to the new one.
The new building will have better
acoustics and more studio space. '
Currently the two departments are
spread throughout the campus, and "the
separation is really getting in the way
of effective communication," Estock
said.
"Some of the music faculty don't
even know each other," he added.
When the planning began, the fine
arts committee thought there would be
enough "extra" space to help house
"non-musical people" in the new
building.
The committee considered moving the
television production center and several
dance studios to the new music
building, but the idea was cut when
space was decreased because of a lack of
funds.
"Everyone has needs, and it was
difficult making final decisions,"
Estock said.
Now that all but minor changes have
occurred, the music building will be a
four-story bluestone larger than
Spotswood Hall.
The "traditional, yet contemporary"
building will have music studios
serving as both offices and teaching
facilities, classrooms, rehearsal halls,

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL
The new music building will be completed in January 1989.
practice rooms, a music library and a Wilson Hall," he said.
music lab, Estock said.
The music bulding should be
"The current cost is appoximately S6 completed in January 1989. "Everything
million, but that figure is constantly is running on schedule," Estock said.
Equipment will be moved in during the
changing," Estock said.
The project is in what Estock calls 1989 spring semester, and classes will'
Phase I, which is the construction of be held there in the fall.
the main building. Phase II involves
Estock said he is excited to see his
adding a wing which will run parallel to decisions "in the works" but believes
Main Street.
"good facilities don't make good
Although Phase II is still in the programs.
planning stages, it will house a recital
"The building will help with
hall, an organ practice room, and communication between the faculty
possibly more studios, Estock said.
themselves, and the students, but it is
"The wing will not affect the view of the program that counts.

THE STUDENT ALTERNATIVE
for USED TEXTBOOKS
4 NDERSON BROTHERQ
/\BOOK STORES INC.I
conveniently located at 1820 South Main Street
(Rt. 11 South)
434-3600
Apply for your
• Lower prices on new and used textbooks
Anderson Brothers Inc.
• Year round buyback of textbooks
credit card. No fee,
• No lines
no finance charges
• Plenty of parking
for 60 (sixty) days.
Apply for your Anderson Brothers Inc. credit card.
Bill it to your parents.
No fee, no finance charges for 60 (sixty) days.
Bill it to your parents.

The Student Alternative

The Student Alternative

$2.00 off any purchase of
$25.00 or more

$2.00 off any purchase of
$25.00 or more

1820 South Main St.'

I
Exp'. 1-30-88 I 1820 South Main St.

Exp. 1-30-88
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"AS ADVERTISED ON TV" KROGER
WHITE OR WHEAT

Buttercrust 2$ 1
Bread
20-0/ X

Big Value
Cookies

20-oz.
Bag

99

AS ADV1R1IS10 ON TV'

Doritos Brand
Tortilla Chips

Kroger Cheese
Food Singles

Gwaltney
Great Dogs

11-02.

20 Ct. 1t>02.

1 lb.

1

$•199

69

1

$-179

DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS
NON RETURNABLE BOTTLE

Diet Pepsi
or Pepsi Cola
2-Liter

F

TWO CUSTOM-MADE PIZZAS
FOR ONE SPECIAL PRICE.
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COURTFILE

Student found
guilty of DUI,
assault, battery
By Keith

Perry

court reporter

A JMU student charged with assault and battery
pleaded guilty and was sentenced to 10 days in jail
Aug. 6 in Rockingham County District Court
Tyrone L. Frazier, of Virginia Beach, was arrested
and charged with driving under the influence, refusal to
take a blood alcohol content test, failure to stop for an
officer, driving with a suspended license, and assault
and battery April 22 on Duke Drive West.
Frazier was found guilty of DUI and failure to stop
for an officer. He was fined $350 and court costs for
both charges.
Other cases:
•Student William C. Mohn was sentenced Aug. 7 to
12 months in jail tor one count of petty larceny. All 12
months were dropped upon his payment of $135 to the
JMU bookstore. Seven more counts of petty larceny
were nolle processed. Charges were made May 1.
•Non-student Christopher S. Brown pleaded guilty
Aug. 6 to charges of driving under the influence,
refusal to take a breathalizer and driving with a
suspended license. Brown was fined $450 and costs
for the charges and had his license suspended for
three years. He was sentenced to 30 days in jail, but
the court suspended 28 of them.
Brown pleaded guilty to an assault charge, for which
he was fined $75 and costs, and sentenced to 10 days

in jail. He was arrested July 13
•Non-student Jody L. See pleaded guilty Aug. 6 to a
charge of driving under the influence, and was fined
$350 and costs. See was sentenced to 30 days in jail,
but the court suspended 28 of them. Her license was
suspended for three years. See was charged June 14.
•Non-student Thomas K. Hayes pleaded guilty Aug.
6 to a charge of driving under the influence. Hayes was
fined $250 and costs, and his license was suspended
for six months. Campus police charged Hayes July 11.
•Non-student Thomas C. Bond pleaded guilty Aug. 6
to a charge of driving under the influence, and was
fined $250 and costs. Also, Bond's license was
suspended for six months. He was charged June 13.
• Non-student Eugene F. Silvious pleaded guilty
August 13 to a charge of driving under the influence.
Silvious was fined $250 and costs, and his license was
suspended for six months. The court suspended five
months because of his enrollment in ASAP. He was
charged June 6.
•Non-student Alex R. Epstein was fined $250 and
costs Aug. 20 for a charge of driving under the
influence. His license was suspended for six months,
but the court suspended five. He was charged May 2.
•Non-student Mark D. Spitzer was fined $250 and
costs Aug. 20 for a charge of driving under the
influence. The court suspended his license for six
months and a two-day jail sentence because he
enrolled in ASAP. Campus police charged Spitzer on
June 27.
•Student Jeanne F. Moeller, 24, of Glens Falls.
N.Y., pleaded guilty and was fined $250 and costs
Aug. 25 for driving under the influence. Moeller's
license was suspended for six months, but the court
suspended five of them because she enrolled in ASAP.
Campus police arrested Moeller Aug. 12 on
Bluestone Drive
• Non-student Jose C. Sanches, 37, of
McGaheysville, pleaded guilty Aug. 25 to a charge of

switchboard by dialing 0.
•Avoid walking alone at night. Call campus police
for a cadet escort if no one is available to accompany
you.
•Do not tamper with fire alarms or any part of the
fire alarm systems. Tampering with them is a
misdemeanor according to state fire codes, and
violators will be prosecuted.
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on 110, 35mm, Disc, and Slide Processing
Costume Rental, Gag Gifts, Pets,
Balloons and Photography supplies

COMPARATIVE MILITARY SYSTEMS, MSCI 210,
2 CREDITS, 1 SECTION.

I

[187 North Main Street

tarrisonburg, VA

434-8272

Weaving, Spinning, Knitting, Felting,
& Dyeing Instruction
&i

UNWANTED HAIR
Removed Permanently

'Weekend Workshops
'Harrisville Wool Yarns
'Handspun Yarns
'Spinning Wheels, Looms, and
Accessories
'Free Catalog

Don't continue to damage your skin with razors,
tweezers, wax, or depilatories.

ADVANCED ELECTROLYSIS
of Harrisonburg
American Electrolysis
Association
Sterilized Equipment

Hiding and registering valuables, and locking doors
will minimize chances of being victimized, MacNutt
said.
To further reduce campus crime, police suggest:
•Report all strangers loitering anywhere on campus
to campus police at x6911, or call the university

y^Harrisonburg most unusual' store}
Same Day Film Processing
(Kodak-paper)

j

INTRODUCTION TO ROTC, MSCI105,
1 CREDIT, 3 SECTIONS.

CONTACT: CPT KIMMEL (703) 568-6264
Stadium F211

(Continued from page 3]

^ggjxrSafen's Fair Price Store, Inci

INTRODUCTION TO ORIENTEERING, MSClKBfPE,
152, 2 CREDITS, 2 SECTIONS.

A^MY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

Safety

^l/^ELCOME BACK JMU

College courses for career success.
LEADERSHIP LABORATORY, MSCI100
1 CREDIT, 1 SECTION.

driving under the influence and was fined $250 and
costs. His license was suspended for six months.
Campus police arrested Sanches Aug. 16 at the
intersection of Main and Grace streets.
•Non-student Jimmy Lee Davis, 21, of Decatur, Ga.,
pleaded guilty Thursday to a charge of driving under
the influence. Davis was fined $250 and costs, and his
license was suspended for six months. The court
suspended five of them because he enrolled in ASAP.
Campus police arrested Davis Aug. 31 on Patterson
Street.
•The case of non-student Casey S. Lockard was
dismissed Aug. 3. Lockard was charged March 26 with
petty larceny.
•Non-student Carlyle C. Whitelow pleaded guilty
Aug. 6 to a possession of marijuana charge. Whitelow
was a first-time offender, and was put on probation for
one year. She was charged July 24.

For appointment call:
433-9444

Mail order or farm visit, 20 miles north of JMU.
Please call for directions
THE RIVER FARM
Rt.1, Box 401
Timberville, VA
22853
.1

Jbl')tiW*.*\i

Local & VA

(703) 896- 9931
Outside VA
1-800-USA-WOOL
MC/VISA

'V* *WrV
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Nautilus
Student Special
9 months
for

only $19.44
Per Month
(expires 9-30-87)

Includes:
Nautilus
Free weights «
Whirlpool
Aerobic Classes
Swimming Pool
Shower and Locker
Facilities
Heat Sauna

Call for FREE Trial Workout

433-3434

^NAUTILUS
FITNESS

CENTER

&

Street, Harrisonburg, VA 22801

September 10 & 11

10a.m-3p.m. Warren Campus Center Room C

l9H7\nUnrd<la»ygiitt
Deivsit Recurred

FROM COLLEGE TO THE ARMY
WITHOUT MISSING A BEAT

The hardest thing
thing about
about break
breaking into professional
music is—well, breaking into professiona
music. So if you re
bokingfor an opportunity to turn your
musical talent into
a full-time performing career, take a
good look at th
Army.
It's not
all parades
.and John Philip
Sousa. Army
bands rock,
waltz and boogie
as well as march,
^andchey r^rtbrrtT
before concert audiences as well
as spectators.
With an average

of 40 performances a month
month, there's
also the opportunity for travel not only across A menca, but possiblyy
abroad.
.
Most important, you can
expect a first-rate professional environment
from your instructors,
facilities and fellow
musicians. The Army
has educational
programs that
can help you
pay for offduty instruction, and if
you qualify, even
t help
•lp you

read m„ci, «
rpaHmv,
ST peFPrm,n8in the Army
SBtaM^^
Arm bar
rort
p
'.-»...,
) ^..Muswuice,
>ds Office, Fort
l n,r
arrisc)n W
Hr7 n |iy
4*216-5005
•>tall toll tree 1-800-US A-ARMY.

repay
your
federally-insured
student loans
Ifyou can sight-

5® S

■fflKHBW
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Fall Semester Programs
Counseling and Student Development Center
200 Alumnae Hall

-Study Skills and Learning Assessment
-Eating Disorders Treatment Program
-Personal Effectiveness Group
-The Career Decisions Program
-Walk-In Time (3-5 p.m., Monday-Thursday,

x-6552

-Outreach Programs
-Minority Student Group
-Personal Counseling
No appointment Needed)

For information about these and our other services, please
call or visit the Center.

JMU CADET

NEWSFILE

Contests
ROTC to hold run
JMU's ROTC program is sponsoring
its annual 10 kilometer Gold Bar Run
Sept. 26.
Proceeds will benefit the Special
Olympics.
The run will start on the field next to
Godwin Hall at 9 a.m.
Participation costs $5 per person who
registers in advance, and $6 on raccday.
Age categories include: 17 and under,
18-21, 22-26, 27-34, and 35 and over
for both males and females.
Teams of six, males or females may
enter also.
Those interested can get registration
forms at the Warren Campus Center
Information Desk.
For more information call Major
Bramlitt at 568-6264.

c
Tour needs bikers
The American Lung Association of
Virginia will hold its 100-mile 1987
Bike Trek Oct. 2-4 and 9-11.
The bike tour will include Colonial
Williamsburg, Jamestown, Yorktown
and Surry.
Proceeds will benefit ALAV's
community health programs deesigned
to prevent and control lung disease.
Registration costs $15 and each biker
must raise $200 in contributions.
ALAV will provide hotel lodging in
Williamsburg, five meals and
on-the-road snacks.
Registration deadline is Sept. 14. To
register, call the Shcnandoah Region of
the American Lung Association of
Virginia at 248-3300 or toll-free at
1-800-345-LUNG.

SGA
>■ (Continued from page 3)

■

c

"ROTC lets you enjoy
the experiences of
a college student
while learning to
become an officer."
-

Debbie

Satterfield

Debbie graduated from JMU last May. She graduated at the top
of her class and became a Second Lieutenant in the United
States Army. She now is on her way to Fort Rucker, Alabama to
learn to fly helicopters. A competent, confident, energetic
woman who sets high standards for herself.

ARMY ROTC IS A UNIQUE ORAGANIZATION WHERE YOU
CAN LEARN TO BECOME A LEADER BEFORE YOU GRADUATE."

Enroll in Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps as you would
any college course. There's no commitment to join the Army.
You don't know if it's for you 'til you try it! !

CONTACT: CPT Kimmel (703)568-6264
Stadium F211

1BJMU will hold its celebration
commemorating ttufSOOlh anniversary
of the Constitution on Sept. 14 at
Montpelier, the, home of James
Madison.
The celebration will include
performances by the JMU Marching
Royal Dukes and the Madison Singers.
JMU President Ronald Carrier will
speak.
"We want students to be more aware
of our heritage to give us a little more
tradition," Knight said.

• Declarations of intent for studcnl;;
who plan to run for SGA senator arc.
due Sept. 15. Elections will be held
Sept. 22. Those interested should pick
up a declaration of intent form in the
SGA office in WCC room 114 by
Tuesday.
•Elections for SGA treasurer will be
held on Sept. 14 in the Phillips Center
south ballroom from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Students arc encouraged to vote, Knight
said.

"To err is
human..."
The Breeze staff is human, too!
So, if you see a mistake in
The Breeze, whether it's a
misspelled name, a misheard
quote, or a fact that's fiction,
please contact Rob Washburn,
editor at 568-6127

"To err is human;
to forgive is divine"
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TRY NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

Ciro's Pizza

®£®^

1

Stanley H. Kaplan

I

The SMART MOVE!

SPECIAL

PREPARATION FOR:

GMAT-LSAT-GRE

Buy a 16" pizza
2 toppings plus cheese
(with this
coupon only)

Enrolling now for Fall classes
1928 Arlington Blvd
Charlottesvllle
22903

ONLY $6.29

(804)979-3001

The Original Italian Pizza
778 E. Market Street

434-5375

VOLLEYBALL
Organizational Meeting
Blue Ridge Volleyball Club
USVBA Men's Teams Forming

JMU Students Welcome
Thursday, Sept. 10 7 PM
Wellness Center
For More Information Call 433-3979

I
I

CORSAGES $
B0UT0NNIERES,
FRESH PL0WERS,
BALLOONS §
H0USEPLANTS
l^urf*
*V

sPO

ZCH.S

GAZEBO

S MMM

W/

J

t-i"

VALL«Y MM."-

•M-r-'ZOt

SiStm

-

SORORITY
RUSH
'87

SlMSEiSOXSlPERDEAL
HBO Presents:

GO**

$4
Robert Redford, Debra Winner and liar.I Hannah
court low. laughs and the law
in a lighthearttd nystpry thriller.

o

WVRNER CABLE
COMMUNICATIONS INC.

95

For Installation
And Only$100
For The
First Month
of Service /
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
11 East Gay Street
Harrisonburg

434-9979

Sorority Rush Sign-ups
September 7-15
in the
IFC/Panhellenic office
(Beyond Commuter Student lounge,
behind the PO Boxes)

10:00 - 3:00

Don't Miss Your Chance!
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BUSINESS
Copying Records and Tapes

Hometaping raises music prices

Staff graphic by JOYCE T. DOWNER

By Kathi Chirichiello
business editor

We all do it. I mean, why not? If
your buddy has an original copy of a
tape or record and you have a few extra
blank tapes, why not copy it and save a
few bucks?
Once the deed is done, as innocent as
it may seem, you just participated in
one of the most damaging acts to the
music industry today.
You, the law-abiding citizen, have
just participated in Record Piracy and
Counterfitting.
Although many record companies
would have a hard time slapping a
copyright infringement suit on you for
copying tapes, it could be done; and it
could be very costly.
If you were "found out" by the
government or record companies, you
could be convicted of violating civil
laws and face fines starting at $250, and
that's just the beginning. First time
offenders, can be fined up to $10,000,
while second offenoers can be fined up
to $25,000. After that, it's the "big
house" for you.
Other actions the companies may take
include: 1) injunctions against the
infringing activity-say bye-bye to your
tapes and tape player; 2) recovery of

' actual damages-pay maybe seven or
eight bucks for every copied tape in
your collection; and 3) recovery of
lawyers fecs-thcirs and yours!
"All that for 20 stupid tapes," said
one sophomore who, for obvious
reasons, wishes to remain anonymous.
While it may seem rather petty for
record companies that gross billions of
dollars each year to make such a stink
about one or two incasly tapes, keep in
mind the fact that i xord companies lose
nearly $700 million dollars each year
due to hometaping and copying.
If you're asking yourself how that
figure could be so high, just do some
quick arithmetic. Figure one copied tape
for every student on this campus times
the cost of a tape (around $7). The
sum? About $70,000 lost on JMU
alone.
"I'm just a poor college student,"
sophomore Leann Smith said. "1 copy
tapes to save money. I never really
thought about it being illegal."
If you're thinking the same thing,
take a look at a tape or record label.
Somewhere on the package or label
itself the words "Warning-unauthorized
reproduction of this recording is against
Federal law and subject to criminal
prosecution" are printed.

The one saving grace is that according
to copyright regulations the warning
"must appear in such a manner and
location as to give reasonable notice of
the claim of copyright." In other words,
if you can't see the notice relatively
easily, the courts will assume that it's
not there.
"I didn't really think about copying
tapes to be illegal," freshman Adam
Hay said. "I own one tape, everything
else is copied. Copying tapes is cost
efficient, it's cheaper. I'd rather not pay
the extra money for the original if I
could make a good copy. It costs too
much."
There arc some other ways to combat
high record prices. They, unfortunately,
arc illegal also. Record piracy (copying
tapes and records then selling them for a
profit) is also a big factor in annual
loss for the record companies. The loss
due to piracy is about $1 billion
annually.

In order to combat the losses due to
copying and piracy, many tape
companies are planning to raise the
prices on their blank tapes and the
government has proposed a levy on new
blank tapes which would raise the
prices even more.
"I don't sec how they could raise
prices more," sophomore Lisa Ross
said. "High prices arc how they got into
this situation in the first place.
Everyone copies tapes. The companies
make more than you think. If one
person has the initiative to go out and
buy the original tape, why shouldn't we
save some money?"
Other students laughed at the thought
of record companies trying to stop
copying because it is so widespread.
Everyone agreed, though, that in order
to try and calm the companies down a
bit, an old roommate of mine had the
perfect solution: "Every once in a
while, you just gotta buy a tape."

Interested in business?
Interested in writing about it?
The Breeze is looking for business writers.
Call the.Business Editor for more information, X6127
*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

♦♦♦♦*r
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SOFTWARE

AD TRIVIA
r

Last issue's answer:

\

-Software
-Wordprocessing
-Discount Computer Supplies

Ciro's Pizza (1/8 page)

Hours:
Monday through Friday 8:30 am - 5:30 pm
Saturday 9 am - 1 pm

&

1427 S. Main Street, Harrisonburg

J. Maddies (1/2 page)

(3 blocks south of JMU) (703)433-9485

I £•••••••••••»••••• +•••••*••••»•••••••••••••••••**•*•* ••••••,<
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Restaurant

Crew Members
Opportunity Made
Just for You

and

Taco Bell has a great
opportunity for you to
make the most of your
time and talent. Join us
as a Taco Bell Crew
Member and gain
valuable work experience
as well as extra cash.

RJ64

present

AD TRIVIA
Q. Find the display ad in the Breeze that
contains the location of Rocko Feed Mill.
And win a sub and medium soft drink
of your choice from JM's
How To Win:
Just fill out the coupon below and- bring
it to The Breeze office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger TODAY between
9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
The first ^»^
five people
with the correct answer WIN
»*.^ — ,.— ^^^^^^

A. Z

__

j

Name

In return for your energy
and enthusiasm, you'll
receive:
• Flexible shifts
and work hours
• Pay increase
after 90 days
• Complete training
program
• Company-provided
uniforms
• Discounted meals
•A clean friendly
work environment
To find out more, apply
in person at:

Equal Opportunity Employer

Students, Faculty, and Staff affiliated with The Breeze are not eligible to win.
Winners of Ad Trivia are not eligible to win again this semester.
Entrants must present valid ID. to* win.
♦•♦♦••A**.*.***.******************************************.,
* PejmCo

\IK

Company

•>
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CL A S SIFI
FOR

RENT

Female roommate needed. Close to campus.
547 S. Mason St. $l36/month. Call
433-0997.
University Place - New 4 BR, 2 bath,
completely furnished with furniture,
microwave, W/D. Single room $195, share
room $165. 433-8822.
Refrigerators For Rent - Save big bucks
$$$ $45/year. Call 433-1223 to reserve.
Female Student Housing - 2 blocks from
JMU campus. $175/mo. utilities included.
Cable TV, large backyard. Call 434-7685.
Female Needed To Share 4 BR Hunters
Ridge apartment. Furnished, AC,
microwave, own room! Call Erika,
434-6583.
Storage Units - Have a lot of extra stuff
from your dorm or apartment? Call us,
433-8283. $20/mo. 10x6x10. Go in with a
friend.
Roommate Wanted - 3 BR house, $150 plus
utilities shared with 2 other students. 850
S. High St. Call Lillian, 433-6441.
1112 Mountain View Dr. - 1 female,
$125/mo. + utilities. Call Gerald Faulkner,
434-9922.
1113 D Reservoir - College Station. Female,
completely furnished, $1907mo. + utilities.
Call Hugh Wallace or J.T. Rogers,
434-9922.
FOR

SALE

Commutersl Female housing contract. Call
x5659. Cleveland 101.
Toyota 1983 Tercel Wagon 4x4 - High
mileage, excellent condition. 896-2915.
Dorm-Size Refrigerator in great shape.
Call Sasha, 433-7599
Sofa & Chair $60 & other sofas. Love seat
$25. Other furniture good prices. Delivery
available. 434-5295 after 5 pm.
Sengers No. 2,128 W. Bruce St., (good)
used furniture, antiques & lots misc. items.
Come by & browse.
U2 Tickets - Floor, lower, upper sections.
Call Pat, X5143.
Yard Sale - Sat., Sept. 12, 8-11 am.
College grad needs to sell. Bed, TV,
furniture, bike, beer tap & cooler, women,
men & army clothes, more! 305 W. Bruce
SL In back parking lot
Great Party Car - Mercury, $350 or best
offer. Call, 433-8283.
Dorm Size Refrigerator - $60. Call
Carolyn at 434-6101.
Commutersl Female housing contract. Call
x5659. Cleveland 101.
U2Tlx - Section 415, RFK. Make offer,
(703) 765-2576 after 5.

Commutersl Female housing contract. Call
x5659. Cleveland 101.
Originally Designed Wallhangihgs,
bedthrows & coordinating pillows, made
combining quilting, applique & Embroidery.
Order yours, Phase II, 201 N. Main.
Do You Need A Car? A reliable 1981 Chevy
Citation is waiting for a new owner.
Automatic! 4 door! Must sell situation. Best
offer. Call after 7 pm, 289-6336. Jill
Johnson.
U2 Floor Tickets - RFK, Sept. 20.
568-5863.
Commutersl Female housing contract Call
x5659. Cleveland 101.
1981 Honda Accord - AM/FM, cassette, air,
power brakes, power steering, automatic,
hatchback - great car! $1995. Steve
Smith, 433-2812 (after 5 pm).
2 U2 Tickets for concert at RFK on Sept.
20. Call Cathy at 568-5335.
Loft - Price negotiable, good condition. Call
Cathy, 433-4807.
Refrigerator - Why rent? Buy for $45.
Call Mike, 434-1210.
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today? Call 1-312-742-1142, Ext.
5090.
Commutersl Female housing contract. Call
x5659. Cleveland 101.
Dorm Refrigerator - Great condition. $50.
Free delivery! 433-0682.
HELP WANTED
Cocktail Waitress - Hard working, neat,
dependable, good personality. Experienced
preferred but willing to train. Must be 21.
Belle Meade.
Bartender - Hard working, neat,
dependable, good personality. Experience
preferred, but willing to train. Must be 21.
For Friday 4 Saturday nights. Belle Meade.
Looking For A Great Place To Work? Come
toTacoBell!
Need Image Consultant/Color Analyst Training. Call Ms. Clark, 363-5882.
Ambulance Attendant - E.M.T. required,
full or part-time. Kyger & Trobough.
434-1359.
Tutors Needed - Tutors needed in nearly all
JMU subject areas. Please come by the
Counseling & Student Development Center
to pick up your application.
Part Time Gym Monitor to work in a
community activities center 10-20/hrs/wk.
Evening & weekend hours. Salary $4.15/hr.
Applicaticn deadline Sept 9. Interested
person apply Harrisonburg Parks &
Recreation Dept, 305 S. Dogwood Dr.,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801. Phone
433-2474 for more information.

Donegan's Pub is looking for energetic, take
charge barmaid for weekends. 4 pmmidnight. $3/hr. plus good tips. 433-1689.
Vollyball Manager/Statistician Wanted JMU Women's Vollyball Team needs
someone with experience in competitive
vollyball to act as manager & statistician. If
interested call Coach Davison at x6463.

"Soundproofers" calm room & mind. Phase
II, 201N. Main.
Hey You Sigmas - It's great to be back with
you all! Maura
Buy & Sell Used Compact Disks! Town &
Campus Records, 70 W. Water St.,
downtown Harrisonburg.

Typists - $500 weekly at home!
Information? Send self-addressed,
stamped envelope to M. Callaway, Box 983,
JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.

Get Oft Alpha Gam on our incredible new
party room!

Cleaning Person -1 day each week. Must
have own car & be comfortable with animals.
Call evenings, 433-1661.

Russ Is Back! Great boddie, Russ!

Sheraton Harrisonburg Inn is in need of
applicants for the following positions: day
lounge waiters, buspersons, bell captains,
cooks, pantry workers, dishwashers &
housekeepers. Must have phone &
transportation & be available for weekend
work. Apply at front desk.
$10-660 Weekly/Up mailing circulars! Rush
self-addressed, stamped envelope. Dept.
AN-7CC-ER, 9300 Wilshire, Suite 470,
Beverly Hills. CA 90212.
Part Time Salespeople Wanted to sell
men's & women's clothing. Apply at Alfred
Neys, Valley Mall.

Rush '87 - Don't miss it!

Make $1000 In 1 Weekl Fraternity, sorority,
student organization needed for campus
marketing project. Must be motivated &
organized. 433-3734.
Lisa - Last year was great. Let's make this
1 even better! I love you! Wheezer
Lots of Posters! Town & Campus Records,
70 W. Water St., downtown Harrisonburg.
Attention JMU Women - Rush registration
will be Sept 7-15, 10-3 daily in the
IFC/Panhellenic office.
It's Time To Party, it's time to jam, it's time
to party, with Alpha Gam! Happy hour was
the coolest!.

LOST & FOUND
Lost Keys On FM Keyring - if found, call
Barbara, 433-3018.

There's A Comic Book Shop here in the
Burg! 1 mile from campus! Eagle Comics &
Collectible Brokerage. 433-8283, 305 W.
Bruce St Look for sign!

SERVICES
Secretaries - Hand addressing mailers
getting bogus? Buy computer printed
labels - 5c/each. Keith, X4418.

Circle K Organizational Meeting on today, 6,
Mezzanine Rm. D.

Word Processing - Letter quality, reports,
resumes, theses. Office Pros, 434-1620.

Looking For A Great Place To Work? Come
to Taco Bell!

Research Papers - 15,278 available!
Catalog $2. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll free
(800) 351-0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or
COD.

Sorority Rush '87 - Don't miss your chance!
Interested In Being TV Talent? Sign up at
the TPC for JMU Today talent tryouts on
. the 14th of Sept.

WANTED
Pianist For Small Country Church - For
more information call 833-2203.

I ABC Reception - Wed., Sept. 9, at 4 in
Anlhony-Seeger Courtyard.

Logans Run needs CB Radios. Please help!
Call Christie, x4759.

ATA- Get excited for fall retreat.

Wanted - Mirror shelf for village dorm.
Call Laura or Toni X4422.

Andy Trout - Remember last semester?
She's hot & still watching you! Check out
Way land 110 if you're interested. A
Bystander

PERSONALS
Attention JMU Women - Rush registration
will be Sept. 7-15, 10-3 daily in the
IFC/Panhellenic office.
Be A TV Star - Auditions Sept 14. TPC,
X6759.

"IWant MyArA!"

Tige - Welcome back! Hope to see you soon!
Lonely Lady
Jeff Stevens of Glick 4 - We like your new
lookysorry about the wrong number.
C301C

Gandy Dancer presents the Skip Castro
Band. Wed., Sept. 9.

Rush '87 - Don't miss it!

AGD Welcomes Everyone Back - Hope you
had a great summer!

Mark & Scott - WeVe been watching you
religiously at KS.

Sorority Rush '87 - Don't miss your chance!

Zeta Tau Alpha wishes everyone a safe &
fun-filled semester.
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Pre-Nurslng & Nursing Students! The
Student Nurses' Association is meeting in
Wine-Price lobby Tues., Sept. 8 at 12:15.
Come join us!
Posters Entire Week - Rm. B, Mezzanine
Level in Union. .
•>
,
__
Your Complete Game Headquarters are at
Eagle Comics. 433-8283
Lambda Gamma Lambda-Harmony meeting,
Wed., Sept. 9. Details, call 434-8091
Guitar Player of 9 years looking for
devoted musicians to join/form a band. Also
sings & plays keys. Brad, x5783.
Come Join Circle K today, 6, Mezzanine Rm.
D.
Page Shelton - Do you be choosin' A, B or
C? B fo' birfday! Happy almost - here's to
a great year. Me
Smoke Ranch Guys - You're all wonderful!.
Larry & Steve, thanks for all your help!
Love, Julie.
Today-Friday - AI~A poster sale, Rm B in
the Union.
Best Prices • T-shirts, sweatshirts, hats,
stadium cups. Customize Anything!
433-3734.
Cheap Prices On Blank Tapes! Town &
Campus Records, 70 W, Water St.,
downtown Harrisonburg.
Be A TV Star - Auditions Sept. 14, TPC,
x6759.

Hair Loft

ATA President Mary Mfjmber - An
example for all! "Bob!" Jacki
Skip Castro Band - Wed., Sept. 9, at the
Gandy Dancer.
Delta Sigma Pi - a professional business
fraternity. Make your first business
decision. Informational meetings Tues. &
Wed 7:30 p.m. WCC Rm. D
Do you have a Management 300, Sec 214 or
Oceanography book? Call me - I'm ready to
buy! Diane 433-3302.
Liz Greenwood - Hello.
Take on a new experience - Delta Sigma Pi a professional business fraternity. We know
how to mix business with pleasure.
Pit - We're the members
no...OhMy!FHF

/

MS

.

?J^.v_V. ^

Remembering Relatives

ValL k MJM

On Their Special Occasions
Will Assure Checks

m

V*4.

And Cash On Your Birthday

Appointment
Necessary

I433-3446I

Plan Ahead Send A Card From
BILLS

-)|*££«»A^

SHOP

Located in downtown Harrisonburg

We don't take

Looking for an accordion player. Must do
Bob Dylan & My Three Sons theme song.
Must also enjoy Taco Bell. Call X3846.
Hey suite! I'm so glad I'm living with you all
this year! It's gonna be an awesome year!
Thanx for a great birthday! Cathy.

ROCK OUT!

t

Do you have a Management 300, Sec 214 or
Oceanography book? Call me - I'm ready to
buy! Diane 433-3302.
Your first business decision - make it.
Delta Sigma Pi. A professional business
fraternity. Informational meetings Tues. &
Wed 7:30 p.m. WCC Rm. D.

A^nr
delta

$20 IN ACCESSORIES

FREE'

.* .•

sigma pi

WITH ANY BIKE PURCHASED
AT

A Professional Business Fraternity
PHaiDOO

YOUU MSTT ©MH

CoqIBreeze
Cyciery

INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS:
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 7:30 PM

_

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 7:30 PM
ROOM D

40 S. LIBERTY ST

RIGHT ACROSS FROM THE MYSTIC DEN

V

WARREN CAMPUS CENTER

£mn

PHONE 433-0323
HURRY! OFFER EXPIRES SEPT 12

Mun
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-Dorsey
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AGNES HAD JUST PUT LITTLE SAMMY IN THE TUB WHEN
THE PHONE RANG; THEN THE COMPANY CAME AND
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THE FAR SIDE

Horse styles of the '50s

As a child, little Henry Jekyll would often
change himself into a big, red-haired
delinquent that parents in the neighborhood
simply dubbed "that Hyde kid."

a

"HEY SIDNEY, DID YOU HEAR THE NEWS? YEAH! GRAB
YOUR BOARD. CAUSE THE SURF IS GONNA BE AWSOME!'

■Gary Larson

At the Old Spiders' Home
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Summers spent abroad, not just vacations
By Cathy Carey
assistant sports editor
rf* ■

While spending parts of their summer
breaks in Kenya, the Philippines and
Yugoslavia three students got a taste of
the world beyond their own campus and
culture.
Lydia Dambekalns, a graduate
student working towards her teaching

certificate, spent seven weeks traveling
in Kenya with 14 American high
school students.
She led the tour for Interlocken, an
organization that offers high school
students a chance to learn about group
decision-making and planning a trip
while traveling overseas.
"Their whole philosophy is that these
trips aren't itineraries, they're

processes," she said.
Dambekalns lived in Kenya from
1981 until 1984 as a member of the
Peace Corps. While in Africa this
summer, she and her group climbed
Mt. Kenya, the second highest peak in
Africa, camped at a game preserve and
visited the coast.
They also stayed in the village of
Kakamega, where the students lived

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN

with Kenyan families.
While living in the village, they
learned about the native culture and
cooking. They also helped a local
mason build a science laboratory.
Dambekalns said Kenyans are
different from Americans in that they
are more people-conscious and less
hurried.
"The pace of life in Africa is much
slower than in the United States," she
said. "People are conscious of each
other, and I feel like it's a much colder
society here."
She said her favorite part of the trip
was revisiting the Kenyan village where
she lived when she was in the Peace
Corps.
"They remembered me, and I
remembered them." Being remembered,
she said, made the trip special.
Dambekalns said the part of her trip
she liked least was getting malaria.
Although shetook preventive medicine,
she still caugnTthe disease that caused
her temperature to rise to 104 degrees.
While she was dealing with fever and
chills, Paul Pepin, a junior who
traveled to the Philippines this
summer, was discovering welts left on
him by bedbugs.
Because of the weather, which Pepin
said was often 90 degrees with
90-percent humidity, and the extreme
poverty in the section of Manila that he
stayed in, bedbugs made nightly visits
in search of blood.
Pepin, a nursing major, traveled to
the Philipines with Navigators, a
Christian group that worked with
students at the University of the
Philippines.
For six weeks the group held Bible
studies and seminars on topics like
choosing a career and improving
self-esteem.
Pepin said the experience was a
valuable one for him because he saw
firsthand the poverty that exists in the
nation. "I had to rccvaluate "Why?" and
"What am I going to do?* "
He added that, although the average
worker earns only eight to 10 thousand
dollars a year, the people seemed
happier than many he has seen in the
United Stales.
Pepin said the Filipinos he met were
fun-loving and liked to laugh but were
also introverted.
"They don't want to offend you.
When you ask them to play basketball
or something they say yes, but you
don't know if they're saying yes because
they want to go or because they don't

Junior Paul Pepin demonstrates how to use a blowgun he bought In the Philippines this summer
See ABROAD page 19>
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Pub and ballroom clear up sound problems
The system will be used for several
purposes, Ventura said, because the
Warren Campus Center ballroom serves
several purposes. Besides housing J.
Maddies, it is also used for lectures,
seminars, and meetings.

By Keith Perry
staff writer

The last notes of the National
Anthem can often be heard bouncing
around in the bleachers at a baseball
game even after the song has ended.
The Phillips Center Ballroom used to
have the same acoustical problem.
Not any more.
The ballroom,and J. Maddies pub
both got sound renovations this
summer, and "there's no comparison"
between the new sounds and the old,
said John Ventura, assistant director of
operations for student activities.
The ballpark-like echo is gone from
the ballroom, killed by several
acoustical panels installed in mid-May.
The panels themselves are not as
obvious as the function • they serve.
Made of brown tiles attached to the
walls, they absorb sound but blend into
the ballroom's wood and earth tone
design.
"You wouldn't even hardly know they
were there," Ventura said.
The panels were installed this year
because the sound problem was not
realized until construction of the
Phillips Center was completed in
October of 1985.

RECORD

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL

Students enjoy the improved sound system at J. Maddies.
Things are also sounding better across
the patio in J. Maddies.
Whereas music played there used to
come from ceiling-mounted speakers
like those used in department stores, it
now comes from a new four-speaker

sound system better suited to the pub.
The new system, made up of a tuner,
cassette deck, amplifier, eight-channel
mixer and the speakers, will replace the
department store PA system squawk
with a more professional, room-filling
sound.

The old system was not versatile
enough to handle all the different uses,
he said.
For this reason, the new sound
system was chosen with all of the
room's uses in mind.
"It limits you f/om going all out in
one area."
The system car. be used for lectures
as well as background music, but
professional bands will probably not
use it because of its relatively small
size.
^_____
Ventura said the new stereo system is
just one part of a long list of things to
come for the pub. A wide-screen TV, a
VCR, and a bar are all on the way, he
said.
"This is just the first part of it, and
the other things will be coming in
gradually."
The additional equipment should be
installed by the end of September, he
said.
"You're looking at a big plan with a
bunch of different phases."

REVIEW

Mellencamp's
stories glimpse
into 'no glitter'
Americana
By Chris Cohick
staff writer

Mercury
John Cougar Mellencamp is a
story-teller. Though his stories would
not put a baby to sleep or make the
front page of a newspaper, they do give
us a realistic look at Americana.
The Lonesome Jubilee takes off with
the first cut, "Paper in Fire," which is
also the first single released. Instead of
driving the song with the rhythm guitar
as on previous releases, Mellencamp
utilizes the talents of Mike Wanchic
and Lisa Germano on dobro and fiddle.

characters each tell of how their lives
are going downhill.
With his parents "actin' funny" and
his dad always drunk, the fourth-grader
adds, "When the bombs fall down, will
kthey hurt everyone in my family?"
Another song finds a 35-year-old man
looking back at when he was 17. In the
aptly titled "Cherry Bomb,"
Mellencamp sings, "Laughin' with our
friends, Holdin' hands meant somethin'.
Outside the Club Cherry Bomb' our
hearts were really thumpin."
In "Holdogs and Hamburgers,"
Mellencamp expresses guilt over how
Europeans took over this land without
consideration of the Indians who had
lived here before. He meets a "pretty
little Indian girl" and tries to kiss her,
but she says he's just like the pilgrims,
trying to get something for nothing.

Following the trend of Los Lobos and
Paul Simon, Mellencamp has installed
an accordian in his band. This is
especially evident on the well-written
"Empty Hands."

At the end of his journey,
Mellencamp sings, "I came to Los
Angeles, the town of angels, the best
this country can do. I got down on my
knees and ... I said, forgive us for we
know not what we do."

"Down and Out in Paradise" shows
three different people, a factory worker,
a dancer and a fourth-grader. The song is
in the form of three letters, each
starting with "Dear Mr. President." The

The Lonesome Jubilee is a collection
of stories that show a life with no
gleam, no glitter — just one day after
another.

Document
R.E.M.
IRS.
Guitarist Peter Buck has called Life's
Rich Pageant R.E.M.'s pop-style
"Bryan Adams" album. If this is the
case, then their current release.
Document, is a return to their old
record-making formula.
Of the 11 songs on the album, most
sound too similar to material
previously released. In fact, "Welcome
to the Occupation," is very similar to
Warren Zevon's, "Boom Boom
Mancini," on which Buck, Bill Berry
and Mike Mills all performed.
The first single from the album is
"The One I Love." Mixed in the hopes
of achieving some airplay in the pop
arena, ill is cut will probably not receive
much play because it doesn't fit the
mold of today's Top 40. R.E.M. pokes
fun at this mold in the song "Strange."
Starting off with a straight ahead rock
and roll feel, the song turns out to be a
joke because of its tongue-in-cheek
•backup vocals.
"its the End ^>f the-World as We
Know It (And I Feel Fine)" finds
Michael Stipe spitting out the lyrics
like an auctioneer. This is an especially
good cut because of the use of
background vocals as a counterpoint to

the rapid-fire lead vocals.
Two songs from Document were
previewed here last fall. "The One I
Love" and "Oddfellows Local 151" were
performed in the band's concert at
University Hall in Charlottesville.
Document shows the group
expanding upon their use of different
styles of music. "Lightnin" Hopkins"
features a slap/funk beat in the bass and
light, busy drums. On "Fireplace," the
band recruits the help of Steve Berlin
on saxophone.
Overall, Document finds R.E.M. still
trying to find the line between artistry
and marketability. Though it isn't a
"Bryarr Adams"-type album, R.E.M. is
still searching for their notority.

Vocal recital set
Dr. John A. Little will present a
vocal recital at 8 p.m. Tucs., Sept. 8 in
Wilson Hall Auditorium.
Little, a tenor, is a professor of music
at JMU. He will perform songs by
Beethoven, Bellini and Virginia
composer Milton Granger.
Little will also present "Artsongs" by
contemporary composer Stephen
Paulus. Each of the seven songs in the
cycle is based on a different work of art.
Vicki Bemeking, assistant professor
of music, will provide piano
accompaniment
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SOHO TASTING
Sept. 16
■

SODA
sponsored by
M R. CHIPS
Gibbons Hall - Entrance 4 & 5
Phone x3922

New Business Hours - 7 A.M. -12 MIDNITE

SALE-

Soho (All Flavors) - 69 c

QAI F

7-UP, Diet 7-UP, Cherry 7-UP,,^ _.A w ,
Diet Cherry 7-UP
$1.59 6 pk

bALt

"

(Sept. 14-18)

'

SALE -

Frito Lay Big Grab Chips -

SALE-

LG Jalapeno Tortilla ChipsBuy One, Get One FREE!
--AND MORE--

3/$-| QQ
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Abroad

Three galleries to open at Zirkle House1"

>■ (continued from page 16)
want to offend you."
Junior Nicholas Rycrson, who spent
his summer in Communist, neutral
Yugoslavia, said the people there,
"though they're n6t taught to love
Americans or love foreigners, arc
receptive."
Unlike the Other two students who
made trips overseas, Rycrson traveled
to Belgrade because his family lives
there. Rycrson's father works in the
U.S. foreign service, and his family has
been stationed in Belgrade for more than
a year.
This summer he worked in a
commissary in the town, selling staple
foods and liquor. He also bought a
one-month train pass which allowed
him to visit cities in Austria, Germany,
Italy and the Netherlands.
He explained that Yugoslavia is really
seven different sections including
Serbia, Croatia, Slavia and
Hcrzagovina. The only common
element among these regions, he said,'
is the name 'Yugoslavia' and the
currency.
Ryerson said that although
Yugoslavia is backwards in many
respects, it is not as poor as many
people imagine it to be.

But even though so, he said he sensed
a certain hopelessness about the
country.
"They're not real enthusiastic about
their system, just because it doesn't
work economically.
"The attitude towards work is 'You
get as far by working as you do by
loafing, so why not loaf?' That's why
their economy doesn't work — there's
no incentive."

Ryerson said he strongly believes
people should take opportunities to
travelto other countries.

Don't
let your
lungs
go to pot.

During an extended stay in a foreign
country, he said, "you get a different
perspective about social issues. You get
a different perspective about how people
live, about how people do things.
"I feel as if I could travel for a half
million years just on Earth and not see
half of what there is to see. And if you
just sec it, you can't get a feel for it.
The longer you stay there, the more
you get to know the custom, the
culture and what it's all r.bouu"

Discount prices on
typewriters (portable & office)
word processors and printers.

♦

f

OFF

The Christmas Seal People®

DUOIK W...

TransAmerica
. —. .«. .. . .w.
Telemarketing
■ VIWII (Ml IIUUI iy Id
is Inow
IN_»»¥ Ihiring
III II iy
♦ Communication and Marketing majors. We offer
offe J
} you a chance to use your skills and leave college ♦
}
with both experience and a diploma.
♦We also offer good starting pay, flexible scheduling*
and opportunities to increase salary quickly.
Please call Sherry Hampe, Personell Director
434-2311
♦ for more information or an interview appointment. ♦

E

IOTM

♦

^— ^

Any DayPack or BookPack with
Lifetime Warranty

00

AMERICAN
LUNG
ASSOCIATION

NOW HIRING 1

f

568-2040
434-7557

Smoking marijuana is a lot
more dangerous than you
think. And a lot less-cool.
Recent studies show that
pot can do a lot more damage
to your lungs than anyone
ever thought. Especially if
you're young.
So, if yOu smoke, or if you're
thinking about it, think again.

Scuce contiiBuUd b, tin ouBlntw » a

i

'Paul's 'Business Machines

*5

Artworks Gallery and The Other
Gallery will feature exhibits by JMU
graduate students Jayne Johnson of
Harrisonburg and Sheri Helt of
Slillwater, Okla. Both shows will run
through Sept. 19.
Opening receptions for Johnson and
Helt will be held this evening at at
7:00.
Zirkle House is located 983 S. Main
St. Gallery hours are noon-5 p.m.
Mon.-Thurs. and noon-4 p.m. Fridays
and Saturdays.

He also said a high crime rate exists
in the country because people feel, "If
the system sucks, why not beat the
system?'

WELCOME BACK JMU

Call:
Carolyn Craun

Three art galleries in JMU's Zirkle
House will open today.
Artwork by photographer Dcna E.
Brown of Los Gatos, Calif., will be on
display through Sept. 26 in New Image
Gallery.
Brown's exhibition, titled "Ghost
Dance," is a selection of multiple
printed black and white dance
photographs combining text and images
in a book-like format. Brown is a
graduate student at San Jose State
University.

$

5

00
OFF

The North Face
Lowe
Diamond Brand
Jansport

$

5

r*i*

OUTDOOR WEAR ANO EQWPMEBT

00
OFF

WITH COUPON ONLY"

188 S. Mason St. 434-7234

EXPIRES SEPT. 30th

I
I

$5~.
00

^OFFJ
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DANCE
PARTY

STARTHERE

COLLEGE NIGHT
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

THE DOMINO'S PIZZA
TUITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Earn money for school tuition
by working at Domino's Pizza!

AT

TROUBLES

AWAY

DANCE CLUB

IN VERONA
COLLEGE STUDENTS AND GUESTS ONLY
(ID. Required) ,
Come Stag, Couples, Or Get Up A Group

FABULOUS LIGHT AND SOUND SHOW
SPECTACULAR FOG EFFECTS
1,000 FT. DANCE FLOOR
MEET GUYS AND GALS FROM ALL THE
AREA COLLEGES
OPEN 8:00 P.M. TO MIDNIGHT
NO ALCOHOL
ADMISSION: $3.00

OPENING NIGHT
FRIDAY, SEPT. 11

1.

To be eligible, an employee must meet all current requirements for
employment at Domino's Pizza:
Own car. insurance, driver's license
Good driving record
At least 18 years of age

2.

Student must work a minimum of ten (10) hours per week, every week.

3.

You will accrue points for each hour WQiked. which can be applied to
a fund for your next semester's tuition.

Other benefits include: Flexible hours and days: potential to earn $7-10
per hour on the job; company-paid training: other lucrative incentive programs, such as Vehicle Maintenance.

If interested, call or stop
by your local Domino's
Pizza store anytime after
3p.m.. any day of the week.
31 Miller Circle: 433-2300
22 Terri Drive: 433-3111

Directions: Take 1-81 To Exit 59, Turn West Or Take
Route 11 To Verona. Turn East At Signal. Look For
^^^^^^^^TheLighteo^iKn^^^^^^^^

SENIORS* DON'T MONKEY AROUND
PUT YOUR CAREER IN MOTION
The JMU Office of Career Planning and
Placement cordially invites all seniors
and graduate students to attend an
orientation to CP&P services and programs
on .Wednesday, September 9 at 4:00 p.m.
in Grafton-Stovall. There will be a
reception following the program in the
Phillips Center. Call CP&P at 568-6207
for more information. See you there!

GET THE MONKEY OFF YOUR BACK»
ATTEND CP&P ORIENTATION
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Dukes batter soggy Rams
By Rob Washburn
editor

With a steady rain falling throughout,
no shining stars graced the sky or the
field at JMU Stadium Saturday night.
But JMU's execution in all phases of
the game proved as slick as the turf
itself, and the result was an easy 38-0
victory over the Rams.
After months of wondering how life
would be without Warren Marshall,
Kelvin Griffin, Dean McCullough and
the trio of three-year starters in the
secondary. Dukes head coach Joe
Purzycki was pleased with the results.
"Going into this season, we were as
aware as you [media personnel] were
about the loss of Warren Marshall,"
Purzycki said. "While this game doesn't
tell us a whole lot, it does answer a few
questions in terms of, 'Do we have
people who can go in and replace those
people?'
"This is a system we run, and we
believe that people come in, and if they
learn the system properly, whoever you
plug in should be able to execute the
offense."
Chief among the executors were
sophomore fullback Greg Medley and
senior halfback Tony Graddy. Medley's
punishing running style was hardly
reminiscent of his predecessor, but the
results were similar — 19 carries for
104 yards.
Graddy, meanwhile, took advantage of
his first extended playing time to gain
82 yards on 14 attempts. Even more
importagliy, the two didn't let the wet
pigskin sup through their fingers.
"I thought Medley and Graddy showed
they were more than up to the task of

.

Staff photo oy MARK MANOUKIAN

JMU defenders bring down a Rhode Island runner during ihe Dukes' 38-0 win Saturday.
replacing [Marshall and Griffin],"
Purzycki said. "What impressed me
most was that they did not turn the ball
over. That has been the nemesis for us
and that's what's haunted us."

Instead, it was Rhode Island that fell
victim to turnovers.
Midway through the first quarter,
Rhode Island's Mike Rogers couldn't
handle a John Druiett punt and Albert

Williams recovered for the Dukes on
the Rams' 14-yard line. Three plays
later, quarterback Eric Green rolled out
See FOOTBALL page 25 >

JMU backfield responds in post-Marshall era
Ever since Warren Marshall came to JMU in
1982, no one questioned who would control the
Dukes' running game.
After Marshall, the Denver Broncos' sixth-round
selection in last year's National Football League
draft, led JMU with 691 yards and nine touchdowns
in his freshman season, the Dukes looked to him to
carry the load. And that's what he did.

for the past three seasons.
The solution seemed simple at first.
Senior quarterback Eric Green was returning from
one of the most productive seasons in JMU history.
Green would have finished as the second-highest
ranked passer in NCAA Division I-AA last year, but
injuries kept him from getting the necessary
attempts.
How about changing the emphasis of the
run-oriented Winged-T to passing?

After sitting out the 1983 season because of an
injury, Marshall became the first Duke to run for
1,000 yards in a season in 1984. In 1985 and 1986,
he repeated the feat
But since Marshall has joined the pro ranks, this
year the Dukes have to face the task of replacing
their leader in both rushing and all-purpose yardage

That solution is easy — except when it rains
throughout the game, as in JMU's 38-0
season-opening romp over Rhode Island Saturday
night.
Not being able to pass as much as they had hoped,
the Dukes were forced to confront the problem of
replacing Marshall on its opening series.

By Thomas Bergeron
staff writer

The result: Marshall-like statistics on a drive that
ended more because of JMU mistakes than a
lackluster attack.
The Dukes knew they couldn't replace Marshall
with just one back, so they replaced him with two
— Tony Graddy and Greg Medley.
Starting on the JMU 23-yard line. Medley began
the drive by gaining three yards. Green missed on
his first passing attempt, but Graddy picked up 15
yards and a first down on the next play. The Dukes
then again went to Graddy, and he earned another
first down with a 13-yard gain to the'Rhode Island
46.
Warren who?
Medley picked up four more yards off left tackle,
but the drive then stalled. An illegal motion penalty
and two runs by Green forced the Dukes to punt.
See BACKFIELD page 25 >•
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More Room

Spacious 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments with two full
baths in each.
4 Bedroom Townhouses
w/2 1/2 baths in each.

More Amenities
•

• Cable TV
Beautifully landscaped with
spectacular views
• PLUS air conditioning, ceiling
fans, abundant storage space and
mudTmore.

More Fun

Fire places in most units
• Swimming Pool
Private balconies and patios
• Hot Tub
Completely furnished and
• Fitness Center
luxuriously appointed
• Private party room w/ kitchen
Wall to wall carpeting
• Tennis Court
European kitchens with
dishwasher, disposal, refrigerator #i>Lt/Shundreds of your friends
and classmates m
and self cleaning range.
Cathedral ceiling with clerestory
/
windows on
UII all
an top
iup floor
i.v^' units
-

No One Offers You More I
Call Madison Manor today
for rental information
and reservations.

»m$ ' 434-6166
^■\>.

—
WH\ Iff "' %;'MV—
•<
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ioccer team
takes victory
lover Wildcats

Field hockey team shoots for top

By Cathy Carey
I assistant sports editor

Before his team began its season,
JMU soccer coach Tom Martin said a
[good start against a tough early
■schedule could prove crucial to his
I team's having a successful campaign.
Though they still have five
I games to go on an extended road trip,
so far the Dukes have heeded his
I advice.
JMU defeated Davidson College
3-1 Sunday in Davidson, N.C.,
improving its record to 2-0.
Dukes' freshman forward Ricky
Englefried opened the scoring only
two minutes and 50 seconds into the
game when he-shot unassisted from
about 10 yards outside the goal to
beat Wildcat goalkeeper Jim Kelly.
Davidson, 0-1, tied the game
about six minutes later when Michael
Spear scored against JMU juniorgoalkeeper Chris North on a penalty
kick.
Spear's goal was the Wildcats'
only successful attempt out of nine
shots on North, who had four saves.
JMU broke the tie 39:50 into the
game when freshman forward
Geoffrey Madueke headed the ball in
from two yards out on a cross from
senior midfielder Frank Radics.
Madueke, who scored the only
goal in a 1-0 season-opening win
over Shenandoah College Wednesday,
recorded his second goal of the year.
At the 55:38 mark, JMU added
an insurance goal.
On an assist from Chris Simon,
Dukes' sophomore midfielder Jimmy
Zepp tallied the last goal on a shot
from eight yards out against Kelly,
who had five saves in the contest.
The Dukes next play Wednesday
at crosstown rival Eastern Mennonite
College at 4 p.m. in the second of
six consecutive away matches.

SOCCER
Wednesday— JMU at
Eastern Mennonite, 4 p.m.
VOLLEYBALL
Wednesday —JMU,
Eastern Mennonite at
Bridgewater (scrimmage),
6 p.m.

File photo

Coming off the best season in JMU field hockey history, the Dukes hope to capitalize on
aggressive plays like this to earn a berth in the NCAA tournament.
By Dave Washburn
staff writer

Although the JMU women's field
hockey team is proud of last year's
record-setting performance that earned
them a ranking as high as seventh
nationally, they are far from being
completely satisfied.
The Dukes are-looking to improve on
their 18-6 record, which left them
second only to two-time national
champion Old Dominion University in
the South Atlantic Conference.
JMU streaked through the first part of
the season, losing only to Penn State
and Old Dominion in their first 17
games and showing signs of a possible,
if not probable, NCAA tournament bid.
But the Dukes struggled against a
tough schedule late in the season,
losing games to Maryland, North
Carolina and Boston College.
When ODU edged JMU 3-2 in the
SAC final last season, any hope of
postseason action was eliminated.
But JMU coach Dee McDonough
noted that the team might have been
even better than their record indicated.
"All of our losses last season were to
teams ranked in the top 12 nationally,"
said McDonough.
However, if the Dukes are to contend
for the national championship this
season, they must find someone to
replace Ail-American Sandy Wilson,
ihc 1986-87 JMU Female Athlete of
the Year. Wilson led the nation in

scoring last season with a school-record
33 goals and was named to the
all-SAC, All-South Region and first
team All-American squads.
McDonough concedes that replacing
Wilson will not be easy, but she is
optimistic that her offense will still be
potent enough to contend with anyone
on the Dukes' schedule.
"Obviously, Sandy is a great loss,
but I think that overall we will be a
little more dangerous because we will
have a lot more people involved in our
offense," McDonough said.
Looking to fill the void left by
Wilson are All-South Region forwards
Mona Ryabik and Amy Hicks.
Ryabik, a senior, tallied 25 goals last
season, placing her eighth in the nation
with a 1.04 average. Hicks will look to
increase the eight goals and nine assists
she amassed during her sophomore year.
Senior Debbie Rigby, junior Jamie
Little and sophomore Kerry Nadwodny
also return and should add to JMU's
offensive arsenal.
"Debbie, Amy, and Kerry are a real
good combination for us and have really
played well in pre-season," said
McDonough.
Experience should make the Dukes'
defense especially tough again this
season. Returning to spearhead the
charge is senior and two-time All-South
back Diane Buch. Along with Buch are
senior link Kim Crawford, senior

halfback Susan Kewer, junior
All-South sweeper Lisa Millikcn and
sophomore goaltender Ashley Duncan.
McDonough sees her defense as one
of the Dukes' major strengths and says
that she also will rely on it for some of
the team's offense.
"I don't think we have lost anything
from last year," said McDonough.
"They have played very, very well in
pre-season and we have put in a few
plays that will make them a real strong
offensive threat."
The road to a possible national title
will be anything but easy for the
Dukes. Their schedule includes seven
games against top 20 teams of a year
ago, including such notable
powerhouses as defending NCAA
champion Iowa and last year's top two
nationally ranked teams. North Carolina
and Old Dominion.
McDonough sees the schedule as
tough, but she approaches it with
confidence.
"We have to play the best,"
McDonough said. "You only leam from
and get better from it. We need to
continue to play those teams, and I
think we can be competitive with
them."
McDonough believes her team has a
legitimate shot at making the NCAA
tournament, but she looks at it with an
air of cautious optimism.
"If we can capitalize on our strengths
and take only one game at a time, we
stand a good shot of making it."

■»••*•
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We know that a
cheap calculator can
cost you blood, sweat
and time.
Investing in a
Hewlett-Packard calculator, on the other
hand, can save you
time and again.
HP calculators not
only have better functions. They function
better. Without sticking keys and bad
connections.
Through October
31, you can get the
cream of the calculators at a non-fat price.
We're cutting $10
off the HP-12C. That
buys you more builtin functions than anyone else's financial
calculator.
And we're giving
away a free Advantage
Module, a $49 value,
with every HP-41
Advanced Scientific
calculator you buy.
This 12K-byte plugin, menu-driven ROM
was designed specially for students.
So drop by your
campus bookstore and
compare HP calculators with the rest. By
midterm, you'll see
what a deal this is.

■MM***"*'^'

FREE $49 HP-41
ADVANTAGE MODULE '
wiihixiiYhasrnl lll'-JI Pur< hasc must br mad? brlwrtni
Au«usi l.\lS*7.an<IOclober:il.
MHT.Sw your local HP dealer
fn details and official rcdemplion lorm. krli.ii, ., frt* Moduli- will be MM niii gmulu

I
.
I

, OR510OFFANHP-12C '
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ootball
(Continued from page 21)

(the left side and ran 11 yards for a
IJMU lead.
lie Dukes offense continued to roll
their next possession. Starting on
own 20, JMU used seven straight
lining plays to move the ball deep
to Ram territory. On the opening
ay of the second quarter. Green went
the air and found tight end Neal
hlkinson open on the left side for a
5-yard touchdown to make it 14-0.
tie Rams dug their grave even deeper
the ensuing kickoff. Rhode Island's
tiris Poirier fumbled on the 29-yard
rie and the Dukes' Carl Hall recovered,
line plays later, Graddy bowled over
Ight tackle on a fourth down from the
ie and the Dukes' rout was well
nderway.
While the offense was putting plenty
kf points on the board, JMU's defense
[hut down all phases of the Rhode
[sland attack. The Rams had led the
Yankee Conference in passing for the
isl four years, and last season averaged
lore than 250 yards through the air.
But with the elements grounding
mch of its passing game, Rhode Island
nanaged just 143 total yards. Purzycki
aid the key was in the trenches, where
was much smaller than Rhode
Island.
"The defense seems to have picked up

Backf ield
where it left off," Purzycki said. "Even
if you look at Rhode Island last year
when they were 1-10, they always
moved the ball. We had all the respect
in the world for their offense.
"We controlled the line of scrimmage
tonight, there was no question about
that. I was real concerned about the size
of their offensive line against our
defensive line. But I thought the
defensive line did a nice job "of
controlling things up front."
The second half proved to be much
the same as the first. Tim Garritty's
36-yard field goal put the Dukes up
24-0 in die middle of the third quarter
and the second team added to JMU's lead
in the fourth:
Reserve quarterback Greg Lancaster
hit Leon Taylor with a two-yard
touchdown pass on a fourth-down play
and Kevin White finished the scoring
on an eight-yard run.
JMU will travel to Appalachian Slate
Saturday for a meeting with the
defending Southern Conference
champions, and Purzycki is cautiously
optimistic.
"It's too early to say what we are,"
Purzycki said. "We're satisfied with
what wc did in the first game. All we
can say is that we're 1-0 with the
possibility of being 1-10."

effort to (replace Marshall)," Graddy
said, "so we really came together."
Medley's and Graddy's performance
But Graddy was just one part of the
on die opening drive showed JMU fans new backfield. Although Medley did not
that the Dukes' rushing attack won't start with Graddy's flair, the sophomore
suffer without Marshall. It also showed fullback was the Dukes' biggest ground
JMU head coach Joe Purzycki.
gainer with 104 yards — 21 less than
"I thought that Medley and Graddy he gained all of last year — on 19
showed that they were more than up to carries.
the task of replacing [Marshall and
Medley showed he can play, but he
Kelvin Griffin, the team's second also knows that it's going to take more
leading rusher]," Purzycki said.
than one man to replace Marshall.
Graddy knew he was capable of
"The defense just can't concentrate on
stepping into the offense but was glad one person. They have to shut all of us
to show others that he could. "It's nice down," Medley said. "I think that
to be able to show people that you can relieves some of the pressure."
play," he said.
And it.relieved some pressure off
Graddy, a senior halfback who only had Purzycki's Winged-T offense. The
36 carries last year, ran 14 times for 84 third-year coach believes the system
yards and scored a second-quarter makes the runner successful, not vice
versa. Saturday night strengthened this
touchdown.
His biggest play of the game, belief.
"I have always tried to say that this
however, might have happened when he
wasn't carrying the ball. On is a system that we run. We believe in
third-and-seven from the Rhode Island the system," Purzycki said. "We believe
11 midway into the first quarter, Green that people come in and if they learn
rolled around left end and headed for the the system properly... whoever is
end zone. At first it looked as if Green playing should be able to execute the
would have to beat the Rams' Kurt offense."
Hopefully next week the Dukes will
Brockwcll to the end zone, but Graddy
took care of that task for-him.
have a chance to see just how effective
Graddy, a 5-foot-7, 180-pound back, their passing game will be this year.
flattened the 221-pound linebacker and JMU expects success, but even if it
cleared the way for Green to score fails, the Dukes will have the comfort
JMU's first touchdown.
of knowing that Graddy and Medley arc
"We knew it was going to take a team ready to pick up the load.
> (Continued from page 21]

THIS COULD BE
YOUR BEST YEAR

•••••••••••••••••••••••it***************
1007 S. Main Street,
Harrisonburg Virginia

433-8537
JMU's #1
NighTSpot

Sponsored
By

TACOS 3 (or $1

AXA

Monday Nighl Football

[Monday Classic Rock
Tuesday Ladies Night

-RUN FOR OFFICE
-BECOME A SENATOR

Wednesday PRogRessiVe

*•** *•**••••**•••*•*••*•***************

Pick up Declaration of Intent Forms
September 8, 1987
in the SGA office (WCC 114)
Return them by
September 15, 1987
••A*****************************-

******

GET INVOLVED IN YOUR
S.G.A.!

Friday — And YOU Know
What Happens

^Saturday Qj.

anc}

Sunday Hotdogs
PopCOrn

Dancing
MCI
Football

■i
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NOW HIRING
$7 - $8/Hr
Gattis offers the
best incentive
program for our
supreme service

a

7kGut&m*'7>"*-'*~*'

We Take It
All The Way!
Like our competitors, we deliver
fresh, hot pizza. However, we take
it one step further. We deliver directly
to your door so you don't have to wait
outside or in the lounge. And once
you've tasted our pizza we think you'll
agree it is the best pizza in town!

.

WHAT'S HAPPENING AT

$3.59
THE BEST PIZZA at the BEST BUFFET
in TOWhl
Every 11 AM- 2PM
All the pizza, pasta and salad you can eat

$3.79

When You Think Of Pizza, Think Of Gattis

BEST NIGHT TIME BUFFET EVER!
Monday thru Thursday 5:30-8:30p.m.

FREE DELIVERY

Watch your lavonte shows and enjoy our mouthwatering outlet.

We'll deliver to your door

WE GUARANTEE YOU WONT GO AWAY HUNGRY!!

433-0606

Sun - Thurs till 1:00 a.m.

Fii - Sat till 2:00 a.m.

Located in Cloverleaf Shopping Center

I
I
I
I

$6.00
for Ony medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Cokes

OR
$7.00
for any meduim
reg., 3 topping
pizza plus 2 Free
Cokes

II
II
II
II

$6.00

I
I

for any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Cokes

OR
$7.00

for any meduim
reg., 3 topping
pizza plus 2 Free
Cokes

regular crust
Pizza
with

.JL.

Toppings

■

$8.00
for any large
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 4 Free Cokes
-

OR

$9.00

for any large
regular 3 topping
pizza plus 4 Free
Cokes
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STIU- NEEDS

A DASH MORE.

crowded
T'S TIME to stop. With a 2 percent increase
in enrollment this year, JMU quietly passed
the 10,000 mark. While this number could
fluctuate greatly, it is time tor the university to
stop and reassess its goals.
For as long as anyone can remember, JMU
president Ronald Carrier has wanted the
university to become the finest undergraduate
university in the land. If the current admissions
course continues, he can forget it.
The acceptance rate fell 1 percent this year to
35, but it didn't make much difference. The
problem is that more freshmen are accepting than
ever before. No longer is JMU a second and third
choice in many high schooler's eyes. It's number
one, and JMU will havejo-realize that—soon.
,JMU is running out of room for all of these
people, too. JMU still guarantees four-year
housing. A number of freshmen can count on
spending one of those years in Howard
Johnson's. The four-year housing guarantee is
nice. It's one of the things that's a big plus when
assessing JMU. It could be a memory, though, if
the university's enrollment continues to increase.
If JMU really wants all the prestige that goes with
a first-class institution, the first move should be a
drastic change in the acceptance rate. The
university has made changes each year to
accommodate the fact that more students will be
accepting. It should look at those numbers more
carefully.
THERE ARE a number of small schools
around us that are outstanding academic
institutions. They have stayed small and
realized success in^.a controlled enrollment
environment. JMU should be right there with
them.
Almost half—49 percent—of the students who
were accepted decided to come to JMU this year.
What happens when that number goes even
higher?
A tougher acceptance rate breeds more
competition. More competition means that
higher-caliber students will be coming to JMU.
High-caliber students mean a high-caliber
university. It's that simple.
Let's slow the acceptance rate in a hurry, stop
building and start realizing that people who apply
here actually want to go here more and more.
When that's accomplished, then JMU can start to
think about realizing those goals of national
prominence.
The above editorial Is the opinion of the 1987-88
RobW«hbu™Bt""rf"<"*lb0"M^.W,b,„
editor
managing editor
Mark Charnock Stephen Roiuitree
editorial editor
■«*■ «"">rlal ed,tor

c
Why the new drinking age
doesn 't solve $ld problems
What is the most discriminatory law" we have in
this country? Affirmative action? No, although it
runs a close second. It's the 21 drinking age.
The very thought of it reeks of social injustice and
yet the majority of citizens in the United States
support it. Any rational person over 21 can see the
unfairness as well as those of us affected by the law,
and yet the chances of it being reversed arc slimmer
than Nancy Reagan.
The means of decreasing alcohol-related fatalities in
a much more logical way is available, but for a
variety of different reasons, including ignorance, they
are ignored.
Drunk driving is, of course, what this issue boils
down to. It's not whether 18 to 21-year-olds should be
morally allowed to drink. Backers of the 21 law are
missing the target and hitting innocent citizens.
Politicians and lobbying groups may have
misaligned their sights on purpose though. What
they want is quick and easy results. What they are
getting is misleading statistics and inefficient
legislation. By pushing 21 laws, politicians get lobby
support (namely MADD) and thus re-election.
With apparent results, lobbies get public support
so they can keep pressuring the hapless politician.
It's almost like Ducks Unlimited raising money to
save wetlands so they have more ducks to shoot.
The results are deceiving the public into accepting
21 as the best possible curb on drunk driving. The
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety conducted a
study of accident patterns in nine states which had-

raised the drinking age to 21. Fatal night time crashes
dropped 28 percent.
Naturally that is commendable for statistically
saving some lives, but in such a contorted fashion it
is unacceptable. If only 18 to 21-year-olds were
allowed to drink, would that study have found a 72
percent reduction in fatalities? Now, that would be
commendable.

GUEST COLUMNIST
Douglas Dow
Eighteen to 21-year-olds may cause more alcohol
related deaths than any other three-year age grouping,
but more than 99 percent of teenagers are never
involved in such an accident. That is a lot of innocent
citizens who are being mistreated for such meager
results.
Our problem is how to stop drunk drivers; not the
ones between the ages of 18 and 21, but all of them.
As soon as a drunk driver is identified (most are
habitual), he or she should be denied the right to drive
and the right to drink.
If(the government can deny a 19-year-old the right
to drink they sure as hell can do it to a 42-year-old.
And how do you deny an eight G and T man his life
See AGE page 29 >
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CONGRATULATIONS!

TO
LASTISSUE'S
AD TRIVIA
WINNERS:

•

Attention!!
Declaration of Intent
must be filed by each candidate
Sept. 4

Pick up form
in the S.G.A. office

(Warren Campus Center)

Sept. 9

Forms must be returned

.

Nancy Gray
Crystal Randall
Jeffrey Destrass
Alan Staiman
Christopher Forrest

• .

Sept. 14 Elections

YouTl be blown away

M.C. Escher
Harvey Edwards
Steve Steigman
Antonio Peticov

Ansel Adams
Edward Hopper
Claude Monet
Georgia O'Keefe

by the fantastic selection of prints and posters available at the
Cowan Gallery. Over 1,000 images available.

i

Valley Mall

Cowan Gallery

433-1804
.

I
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UCAM looking for support SGA needs
involvement
To the editor:
In light of the recent Iran/Contra hearings, it is
easy for us to believe that most citizens, and even
members of Congress have little control over the
affairs of the government. But such thinking ignores
the obvious impact which individual citizens have
made upon our nation.
Whether the cause is to save a local park from
developers, or to end the Vietnam War, citizens have
always organized themselves into groups to effect
changes in government and society.
It is this ability of the citizens to influence and
change government policies which makes our nation
so unique and wonderful.
Still, many of us at this university feel that we are
unable to influence our government in any way.
Wrapped in our academic cocoons, we feel separated
from the so-called "real world" and can find no
realistic way to voice our concerns to the
government.
Such attitudes lead to apathy and cynicism about
the state of our nation. But at least one organization
on campus is actively voicing its concerns: the JMU
chapter of United Campuses to Prevent Nuclear War
(UCAM).
In addition to educating the university and
surrounding community about the threat of nuclear
weapons, UCAM directly lobbies Congress in
support of various arms control legislation. Last
spring, members of UCAM joined hundreds of other
students in Washington, D.C. to lobby Congress in
support of Comprehensive Test Ban bill.

The bill (an amendment to the Armed Services
Appropriations Bill) subsequently passed by a wide
margin, thanks to the efforts of UCAM and other
national lobby groups.
Our government is not an unresponsive machine,
plodding along unaffected by our actions. Instead, it
is a dynamic process of interaction between
government an citizens. Changes are possible , so
gel involved.
Anyone wishing to join UCAM can come to the
first 87-88 meeting on Wednesday at 5:00 pm in
Miller room 209.

Steve Davis
UCAM
secretary

To the editor:
Welcome back everyone! The Executive Council
of the Student Government Association is excited
about the upcoming year, but we need your help to
assure that our goals will become a reality.
In order for us to be effective this year, we need
good people who are as enthusiastic about student
government as we are. If we can create the right
kind of atmosphere with a diversity of student
involvement, this can be the best year ever for the
SGA. This will allow you to get ar| idea of how
the system works and where you fit in best!
In an attempt to increase campus awareness about
the SGA, we have planned our first SGA
Awareness Week for Sept. 8-15. Please take the,
time to get involved in the week and learn about
your university. We also encourage-you to run for
Senate or to become a Student at Large.
For further information contact the SGA office at
x6376 or stop by WCC room 114. Remember, get
involved and have a great year!

"tmUr A piFFEEENCET

SGA executive council
Kathy Say ko, president

Age
>■ (Continued from page 27)
blood? By the same barrier encountered
by 18 to 21-year-olds, I.D.'s.
When the courts convict a drunk
driver, a special restriction could be
placed on the criminal's driver's license.
Seven-Eleven already requires a driver's
license from anyone they suspect is
underage.
The government could take that one

step further by having all retailers of
alcoholic beverages require patrons to
show a driver's license. No clearance,
no alcohol.
Unscrupulous drunk drivers could, of
course, thwart the law the same way
many some teenagers do, with legal
friends buying for them, or with fake
I.D.'s. Still, they would have trouble
drinking heavily at a bar and driving

over a thirteen-year-old girl on the way
home.
Frankly, I don't think anyone over 30
has the ingenuity to find or make a fake
I.D. A restrictive law like this could
very well discourage drunk drivers of all
ages instead of oppressing all drivers of
one age group.
If the government really wants
effective enforcement they can pass

useful legislation instead of using
gimmicks that don't solve or directly
improve the problem.
Unfortunately, leverage by young
voters is minimal, and other lobbys and
politicians may be satisfied with their
quackery. Hopefully a young lobby can
emerge (like SADD) with enough of a
voice to turn the heads of rational
lawmakers.

aeeeeeeoeeeeeea
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WE ARE THE

Wayne's Hair Design

PROS

Introduces an exciting
NEW
Designer

1

free tanning
visit with each
shampoo cut - blow dry

tanning visits
with each
highlighting

Yes, we are "pros"! When it
comes to printing, we can
print that kwality offset and
in color too, and still be
35 Kenmore st
kwik
r>
^ • jfiHd £>0lWiOH Harrisonburg, VA
$(Wm
™
433-2828

Tk

P.

Johnwayne O. Crawford
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

Call (703) 434-1617

Instructor: Linda Braun, Registered Dietitkxi

for an appointment with Johnwayne
at Wayne's Hair Design
Harrisonburg, VA

10% Off
all Carry Out
with JMU ID

P.

September 14,1987 - Free Orientation
Monday Evening 7:00 p.m.
September 22 - November 10,1987 - Class Schedule
Tuesday Evenings 7 - 9 p.m.
Orientation & Classes held at Community Activities Center
305 South Dogwood Drive, Harrisonburg, VA
Registration Deadline September 16 - register soon!
.
Course Fee: $80.00 per person tor 8 weeks

EACH $35.00 perm with Johnwayne entitles you
to receive a hair care product "FREE!" from
Paul Mitchell, valued at $10°o

624 Hawkins St.

E.

The Personalized Approach to
Permanent Weight Management
By
Developing Positive Eating Patterns

^Williamson's
VWUI
Health
Services

For more
information
call 434 -1166

22801

n China Restaurant

10% off
all Carry Out
With JMU ID

featuring

Cantonese, 0{unan & Szechuan Cuisine
$3.98 'Weekday Lunch
$6.98 Sunday 'Buffet

TWO LOCATIONS:
3140 S. Main, next to Valley Lanes
30 W. Water St.
NEW

t>

433-0560
434-1285

SOFTCLOTH

COLONIAL CAR WASH

OPEN 7 DAYS A VVEErT]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
__'

Featuring The

FULL SERVICE BRUSHLESS CAR WASH
'It takes just a few minutes and you can watch
from our lobby"

THE BEST WASH FOR THE BEST PRICE
OR WE WASH YOUR CAR FREE
Colonial Car Wash
$£.00 OFF
*2°0
With Coupon
FULL SERVICE WASH

"I
I

Good Through Sopl. 31.1917
Harrisonburg

Colonial Car Wash
#200

$2.00
OFF
With Coupon

FULL SERVICE WASH

With Coupon Only $3.95
Not Valid With Any Ollw OH*
920 N. Main Si.

Exterior Cloth Washed
Spray Washed Underneath
Interior Vacuumed
(
Dashboard Wiped
Whitewalls Brightened
0
Windows Cleaned
"'y
Hand Towel Dried
« r- f\ #Free Litter Bag
*0,g{)
I
Free Coffee
"F^Ti*

J

I

With Coupon Only $3.95
No. V.lld W,.h An, 0lh« OH*

Good Th,ou,h S*,. 31 1M7

L-——- ^2iJ^l^L_.»_._.HSrrisonburo
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Booster test firing called 'total success'
HUNTSVILLE, Ala. (AP) — A NASA official said
Saturday that a five-foot-long section of the redesigned
shuttle booster rocket cracked after a test firing, but the
trial run was still "totally successful."
Gerald Smith, manager of the booster program at the
Marshall Space Flight Center, said the crack was
caused by a defective cooling system that is used only
in ground tests.
"It occurs after the test," he said. "It has nothing to
do with the actual design or the performance of the
motor."
Marshall spokesman Ed Medal said the problem
would in no way change NASA's plans to launch
another shuttle flight in June 1988, although the
damaged rocket segments could not be used in future

tests.
,
The crack was caused by molten propellant residue
described as "aluminum slag," which the cooling
system failure allowed to "just sit there and cook" after
it collected in the booster during the test, Smith said.
"The problem occurs only in horizontal ground
firings," said Medal. A rocket in flight expels the
residue through a motor nozzle, he said.
"These segments, after we test, can be recycled and
used again. In this case it will not be," said Smith.
Smith said he could not estimate the replacement
cost of the cracked^gment
The firing also blistered paint on other sections of
the 126-foot-long redesigned space shuttle booster and
officials will have to do hardness tests on those, he

said.
Smith said engineers have started inspecting the
inside of the booster but have not yet examined
redesigned O-ring joints between fuel segments. The
failure of one of those joints triggered the fatal
Challenger explosion in January 1986.
The shutde booster rocket was test-fired Aug. 30 at
Morton Thiokol Inc.'s Wasatch Operations test site,
25 miles west of Brigham City, Utah.
Allan McDonald, chief of Morton Thiokol's shuttle
rocket redesign team, said at a briefing after the test
that all the rocket's systems operated as expected,
including its forward field joints, new bonding systems
and a series of heaters designed to maintain the
temperature of the joints at a minimum of 75 degrees.

WORLD

Coup attempt 'necessary; rebel leader says
MANILA, Philippines (AP) — The renegade
colonel who failed to overthrow President Corazon
Aquino last month vowed on Saturday to pursue his
fight against her "misgujded and incapable"
leadership. Air force troops demanded amnesty for
captured muntineers.
Col. Gregorio Honasan called his Aug. 28 coup
attempt "an initial necessary step to let a new
direction for our country and people."
His taped statement, broadcast by radio, was the
first time Honasan commented publicly since he led
about 1,500 rebel troops in unsuccessful altacks on
the presidential palace and pther installations. At
least 53 people were killed and hundreds wounded
during the revolt.
Diplomatic and military sources say Honasan is
hiding in the Manila area or in southern Luzon,
where an undetermined number of rebel soldiers haveN,

reportedly regrouped.
Honasan denied that his followers planned to kill
Aquino.
"It was politically untenable for us to do so, given
a leader that is perceived as popular, sincere and
committed, no matter how misguided and incapable
she may be," he said.
Honasan said that although Ferdinand Marcos has
been ousted as president and despite Aquino's
inspiring words, the Philippines is "well on its way
to another 20 years of misrule. This we will not
allow," he said.
Presidential spokesman Teodoro Benigno called
Honasan's statement "the ravings of a man
entertaining illusions of grandeur."
Chief of Staff Gen. Fidel Ramos, who quashed the
mutiny, denounced Honasan's move as a "power
grab" and called on him to surrender.

In a message to Honasan broadcast during a radio
interview, Ramos said, "I assure you, you will have
enough opportunities to articulate and prove before
the proper authorities all your aspirations for
reform." '
Ramos acknowledged that Honasan has attracted a
strong following among the 150,000-member armed
forces. Honasan served as security chief under former
Defense Minister Juan Ponce Enrile and became a
folk hero for his role in the February 1986 military
revolt that helped topple the Marcos government
"We have a big problem here in the armed forces
of the Philippines involving morale and discipline,,"
Ramos said. v
Discontent "Was apparent when Vice President
Salvador Laurel met Saturday with about 1,500
troops at Villamor Air Base, an installation held
briefly by mutineers.

NATION

New tests indicate virus grows rapidly
WASHINGTON (AP) — The AIDS
v
'rus changes its genetic code more
rapidly, than any other known virus,
raising questions about the prospects of
effectively preventing or fighting the
deadly disease, according to research
cited in a published report.
Findings at the Los Alamos National
laboratory show that the virus is
altering its genetic code as much as five
"nies as fast as the influenza virus.
, 'flfluenza was thought to be the fastest

in mutating until these findings. The
Washington Post reported in its Sunday
editions.
The flu virus has taken nearly 50
years to evolve as much as the AIDS
virus has evolved in the last 10 years,
the newspaper reported. New flu
vaccines must be developed every few
years to keep up with the changes.
Althought researchers have knbwn
that the AIDS virus can mutate, the
findings at the New Mexico laboratory

show that the rate of change is much
faster than had been assumed before.
The Post said.
"The AIDS viruses now manifest
themselves as a complex family tree,
sprouting new genetic branches," said
Gerald Myers, a molecular geneticist
There are presumed to be thousands of
slightly different forms of the virus,
with some strains possibly having new
specialized abilities to be transmitted,
to infect different tissues, to evade the

immune system or to resist drug
treatments. The Post reported.
Myers made a computerized
comparison of the genetic codes of
various AIDS viruses, isolated at
different times.
The laboratory,, best known for its
research on nuclear weapons, runs a
computerized data base on the AIDS
virus. It holds the specific genetic codes
from about 30 'different AIDS viruses
isolated from 1976 to 1986.

»
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WE BUILT
A PROUD
NEW
FEELING
SUPER

Your Dollar Goes Even Farther
This Week At Super Fresh During...

Dollar

FREfH

■ FOOD MARKETSi

The freshest way to Save

BEAUTIFULLY
HAND DECORATED

(hltlella

Stoneware
BI.UF.T OR BURNt-T PATTI-RNS

_^j

This Week's Feature:

-.? CUR,
ea.

S3 purchase

GROCERY BONUS BUYS

GROCERY BONUS BUYS

PRODUCE BONUS BUYS
GOLDEN RIPE

USD A NSPEC1ED

Dole
Bananas

Fresh Split
Chicken Breasts

SFIK.TFD vAFttTlf.',

•

Ann Page
Margarine

Luck's
Beans

I607
P»9S

ts 1.0O-'

Beef Stew ■

29*

4^00

3 400

Spaghetti Sauce

too*

All U«OMS"0*»NIA1».107 PKGS

,

All VAMIIfS-AAPJHADIItONAl

f\f\ ***>

Russet Potatoes
LUNCHBO*

I. 00 "»' Ramen Pride Noodles 6.J .00 V Sun Maid Raisins
.

«

Pork N' Beans 3 2S 1.00'
White Tuna

'^1.00
,

H»CM»CONIAD(NA-8 0Z CANS _

-

0,1.00 %* Harmony Snacks
.

AM

39

GROCERY BONUS BUYS I

» £.

*4 '0 POT»ASSOHTtO

Veal Breast
SMTMF(U)GOlDlABEl'SPECI»l IBM

Fresh Pork Picnic

LOOLOO-

Loin Lamb Chops * 4.00"'*

-,

Potted Meat

4 «1.00 * Tropical Show Plants *» &

Corned Beet Brisket „ 2.00 —

rASiyptwne 8f IT"

_

FtWOHfUl TYSON

.

_. _

,

BEAUTIFUL

_

Eaty June Peas 2.":',.. 1.00 — Vienna Sausage O M I .UO — Boston Ferns
Miller Lite
Beer

USD* CMOCt'FRESH

r

DClXXXIS*PRAnC BELT

f\/-\

£2

ASSORTED

r\t~\

Tomato Sauce

-

IX

SNACK *1'f 02 PKG&

•4 10M4TOSAIJCI-MP

_ _

00

ALL PURPOSE-US NO '

Doritos Tortilla Chips
-,

MEAT BONUS BUYS

SVftET

Reg. or Diet QQC
Coca Cola ™ w 9
DAIRY BONUS BUYS

m

1

_

. A]
S

Kiwi
Fruit

FROZEN BONUS BUYS

.

Cornish Hens
FIELDAIE'FWSM

-^**

.

MMM,

MUU

Pick O'
The Chix
DELKBAKERY BONUS BUYS

DtliCIOUS'AiP

LIMIT ? PER CUSTOMFR

FROZEN A4P

HALF POUND'DOMESTC SWISS OR

Apple
Juice

Old South
Orange Juice

Broccoli
Spears

Domestic
Cooked Ham

400
64 O!
bll

100

»

» 1.00 2&

2 400

10 07
pKgs

00

All VAFUTIES K CHEESE SAUCl

Applesauce 3 '., 1.00* a*S»^T 3. 1.00* ^Eye ^^'X' 1.00 * T^kTy RoT
. 2 00*
i^NCheese 2. 1.00* A^IKS 2\v? 3.00* Xv^Ws4 ,.LOO*^^™!* 2.00*
Bright Eyes
4C^LOO — Cream Cheese 3iS 1.00*"'" Orange Juice
1.00 — Mue^ster Cheese 2 00 —
SN^'SoaFood 3-1.00-ciS'cheese 2SS-OO^tSoSS'^Sfi LOO^iSK^BBd"^3.LOOPRICES EFFECTIVE SUN SEPT 6 THRU SAT SEPT 12.1987 QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS.

DOUBLE COUPON SAVINGS

See Store
for Details

